
Work with us...
Title: Exhibition Project Manager - Stand Builder
Location: Norwich, Norfolk
Salary: Negotiable - subject to experience

Role Background:
Image Display & Graphics is an award winning exhibition, display and event company, 
formed in 1989 and based in Norwich. The events industry suffered an almost fatal blow in 
the wake of the Coronavirus pandemic shutting down all exhibitions and events in March 
2020.  Subsequent to the first lockdown we launched a new division Image Garden Rooms 
in a bid to outlive Covid-19 from a business perspective. Our unique approach to these 
timber engineered building utilises much the same skill sets we use in the construction of 
exhibition stands and we have then managed to establish a new brand to sustain the 
business while we look forward to the eventual return of exhibitions and events as we move 
through 2021. 

Looking forward to this potential return post June and the summer we are now looking to 
rebuild our exhibition team and are subsequently cautiously hiring again. We are looking for 
experienced carpenters, stand builders and labourer / all-rounders to join us but more 
importantly we are also looking for experienced more senior staff members who will be 
able to work with us as we prepare to re-engage with our retained exhibition and event 
clients who are keen to return to live events at the earliest opportunity. 

Project Manger – Role Overview:
We are looking for an experienced exhibition / events professional who is familiar with the 
industry and it’s particular workings to join us who is able to co-ordinate and manage a 
project right from the initial stage of meeting with a client through developing a design, job 
costing and negotiation then on to the progression and management of the project 
through manufacture and finally the installation and handover on site. We have a long term, 
established client base for whom we store equipment and it is hoped and envisaged that 
the majority will return to us and events as we move through the autumn. 2022 already 
looks like having the beginnings of a normal year’s calendar of events. There may be a slow 
return to events and that return may only be perhaps 50% of the volume of pre-Covid. 
Subsequently we are planning to continue our garden rooms business as a separate brand 
so there will be the opportunity to work across both areas and brands with combined an 
expanding team. 

Benefits:
Salary will be by negotiation, subject to experience. The position is a permanent and 
potentially progressive for the right individual. 

To apply please send your CV to: Iain Cosham at Image Display & Graphics / Image 
Garden Rooms iain@image-display.co.uk or ian-idg@intamail.com


